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the Second Year Health Club Bulletin. If the Third Year Health
Score indicates the need of continued posture work, reference should
be made to that bulletin.

Defects of the Coloring.—Defects of coloring dependent entire-
ly upon general health are paleness and sallowness. Paleness may
characterize the cheeks, lips, mucous membranes lining lips and eye-
lids, tongue, and ear lobes. It results from a deficiency of red blood
corpuscles, and is a health symptom that should be taken more seri-
ously than is commonly the case. It is usually associated with a
lack of iron in the system, which is necessary to the manufacture
of red blood corpuscles. Iron most easily assimilated in the forms
found in certain foods. Lean beef, spinach, and beans, either green
or dried, have a high food iron content, in the order named. Liver
contains iron and a vitamin that speeds up the assimilatiton of food
iron, and in the case of young persons who are developing very
rapidly, is undoubtedly of value in the diet.

Sallowness results from an inactive liver or imperfect elimination
of impurities through the bowels or kidneys. Usually constipation
can be completely controlled by the regulation of the diet, (see First
Year Health Club Bulletin, p. 12, aided by exercise (see Second
Year Health Club Bulletin, p. 19 and the establishment of regular
habits. In regulating the diet to overcome constipation, personal
peculiarity plays a part; one person may find grapefruit at break-
fast a friend, another whole grain cereals, while with another let-
tuce at dinner is effective. A little attention should enable anyone
to make a selection of foods that will keep the bowels in an acitve
condition. The liver may be inactive when there is no constipation ;
fruits and green vegetables at meals and any form of athletic work
or exercise that occasions bending at the waistline help to wake up
a sluggish liver (see p 19, Second Year 4-H Health Bulletin). Ex-
cretion of impurities through the kidneys may be increased by in-
creasing the amount of liquids consumed. The establishment of a
habit of drinking a glass of water upon arising in the morning and
before each meal is a valuable health chore.

Defects of the Skin ,—Pimples and acne (little white heads) are
not permanently benefited by local treatment. Overeating, partic-
ularly of fatty or sweet foods, appears to predispose to pimples,
and increasing the use of vegetables helps prevent them. In gen-
eraj, anything that increases physical resistance will aid in doing
away with these blemishes; sunshine is especially potent. A stub-
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born case will usually yield to scientfic treatment by a physician;
but such treatment is rather expensive, and the probability is that
most cases would yield to the simple health measures outlined above
if followed faithfully enough.

Defects of the Eyes —Since the eyes borrow most of their beauty
from the condition of the eyebrows and lashes, and from color har-
mony with the clothing worn, the actual beautification of the eyes
consists solely of keeping them healthy. Any eye defect affecting
the sight naturally affects the beauty of the eye by causing strain
and congestion. Defects often result from foolish ways of using
the eyes; it is folly to read or sew by dim light or in a wrong posi-
tion with reference to the light. Any trying task should receive
the light obliquely from the rear, and from the side opposite to the
hand used.

It is a happy thought that many eye weaknesses tend to disap-
pear with the building up of the general health; exercises which
massage and stimulate nerves going to the eye may also be a benefit
(see p. 18 Second Year Health Bulletin). Since daily tasks, espe-
cially with girls, either in housework or school, require an excess
of close work, where everything is viewed at short range, the prac-
tice of resting the eyes by looking long distances, as at the horizon,
whenever an opportunity occurs, is a good habit to form.

Needless to say, when the eyes are sensititve, they should be pro-
tected with colored lenses when the glare of the sunshine is exces-
sive.

Young people whose eye troubles do not yield to the simple meas-
ures suggested above are advised to consult an oculist. A recom-
mendation in the Record of Defects to consult an oculist should al-
ways be heeded as serious eye defects affect not only the beauty
of the eye but the general health as wll.

Defects of the Teeth.—No part of the body is more obviously de-
pendent upon health for beauty than the teeth. Neither dark spots
and decay nor gold fillings are beautiful in the mouth,. Since decay
may be arrested and prevented by eating foods that contain plenty
of calcium, (of which milk is the chief source) and plenty of vitamins
C and D, found in fruits, fresh vegetables, and butter) the preserva-
tion of the teeth entire should present no serious problem to 4-H
Health Club members.

Excessive whiteness of the teeth is not usually to be desired. Some
girls in their anxiety to have white teeth use chemical preparations
to bleach them; these are always injurious to the enamel, or
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outer covering, and should be avoided There is no better cleansing
agent to use on the teeth than common salt, or a mixture of equal
parts of salt and baking soda. An annual cleaning of the teeth by
a dentist is recommended, and helps to keep them looking their best;
inspection for decay—always a wise precaution, can be done at the
same time and the teeth given any needed attention.

On the other hand irregular teeth are really a blemish, and more-
over they may affect the health, as teeth that do not meet properly
do not chew the food well. Defects of this nature usually have
their beginnings in babyhood, so that no precaution the Club mem-
ber may take will prevent or cure; they may be corrected by a
dentist, however, if taken in time. Probably the neglect of no oth-
er class of defects occasions so much regret in later life, when
nothing can be done, as the straightening of crooked or protruding
teeth.

The Correction of Defects of Function

Mouth Breathing.—The mouth habitually held open may result
from an obstruction in the nasal passages or from habit. If there is
an obstruction in the nasal passages, the condition is abnormal and
a detriment to general health, and should be remedied, by surgery
if necessary. Sometimes after the obstruction is removed, the habit
of holding the mouth open persists. When habit is the offender, an
earnest effort should be made at once to form a better habit of
keeping the mouth closed.

The Manner*—An alert spirited manner is a direct contribution
to good looks that has its foundation in the health. No one wants
to be called a "dead one" before his time, least of all a 4-H Club
member, whose organization is significant of vitality.

Apathy that affects the manner unfavorably may be the result of
constipation or an inactive liver, which have been discussed on page
13 ; or it may be the simple result of not getting enough sleep. Few
young people realize the importance to health of a full measure of
sleep. Contrary to the usual impression, sleep lost in youth cannot
be "made up"; it represents something definitely and permanent-
ly subtracted from healthy growth. The following hours of sleep
should be observed by young people:

Required Sleep in Open Air or with Windov.* Open

years , 11 hours sleep needed
12-14 years lOyi hours sleep needed
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14-16 years . ..10 hours sleep needed
16-18 years 9 hours sleep needed
18-20 years 8 or 9 hours sleep needed

The Carriage.,—Comeliness of face and form counts for little in
the sum of individual beauty when the carriage is slouchy. Car-
riage is largely a matter of posture, and may be corrected by pos-
ture exercises that are taken while standing or walking (see pp. 16
to 18 Second Year Health Club Bulletin). If the score card shows
body rhythm also at fault, the group of wand exercises in this bul-
letin, p. 18, will help, particularly if performed to music. Frequent-
ly a slouchy carriage is the result of habit, formed through care-
lessness, or because a young person fancies such a way of getting
about makes one look grown up. (Of course it merely makes one
look crude.) The exercises will be an aid to effort in overcoming
the habit.

The Significance of Diet in Overcoming Defects

Food in proper variety, and amount is essential to healthy
growth; therefore, food may be the cause and cure of defects—the
source of ugliness or beauty.

Frequently Third Year 4-H Club members begin to feel a trifle
independent of supervision—which is right, for they are growing
up; unfortunately, this feeling of independence may prompt them
to neglect good habits formed and practiced when they were
younger. We may see them failing to eat breakfast, or neglecting
the nourishing hot dish provided; slipping across the street at recess
for chocolate bars or soda fountain drinks; and neglecting building
foods at other meals because their appetites are spoiled. The soda
fountain-candy habit is a great spoiler of good looks; the surplus of
sugar muddies the complexion, while it satisfies the need for food
temporarily, so that no desire is felt for building foods at meal time;
in the end malnutrition and underweight may be the result,

Third year Club members are not asked to turn in a food habits
score card. After observing and recording their food habits for 2
previous years, they should be able to select a balanced diet without
difficulty. However, there is no reason why those who need to bol-
ster their own good habits should not keep a food habits score card
for themselves.
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Significance of Exercise in Overcoming Defects

There is no good exercise that does not help to overcome all de-
fects by benefiting the general health Exercises such as are given
in the Health Club bulletins offer each of them some specific benefit
also for a certain type of defect Where defects for which special
recommendations were made in the second year of health club work
still persist, the exercises should be continued.

Plan for Third Year Exercises

Individual exercises are offered in this bulletin in two groups ; both
are intended to develop harmony or coordination of movement.
Both are more valuable if performed to music. Since the develop-
ment of muscular coordination, or skill, means that a group may
exercise together successfully, either one of these may be expand-
ed to make a team or group performance. Either may be selected
for proficiency on Achievement Day; or a third group may be se-
lected which requires team work throughout.

Instructions for Groups of Exercises

Articles Needed —A ball may be made at home. To make, take
an old piece of rubber, a piece of tire will do, and wind very firmly
with old yarn. With a darning needle and yarn take stitches through
the outer layers to prevent its unwinding, or make a cover from
cloth or old leather.

For a wand use an old broom handle—best painted a bright color.
Make the scarf about 4 feet long and 2 feet or less wide. It may

be cheese cloth or any soft goods—best of all a thin silk. It may be
white, but would better be a soft color or combination of colors.

The team exercises when given by girls will be more pleasing if
the players wear bloomer suits.

Group A. Ball Exercises

1. Throw your ball against a wall, whirl around and catch it
(10 times).

2. Throw your ball between your legs backwards and upwards,
turn around and catch it (10 times).

3. Bounce your ball on the ground, throw your right leg over it
and catch it and catch the ball (10 times). Do same with left leg
(10 times).

4. Keep a ball in the air above your head by batting it with your
hands (10 times).
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5. Keep two balls moving at the same time, catching one as the
other is tossed up. Do this several minutes. (See how many balls
you can keep g*oing).

Group B. Scarf or Wand Exercises

With scarf or wand held high above head between outstretched
hands, make slow, stately movements.

1. With face straight forward, stand high on toes, and leap for-
ward first on right foot, then on left, as high as you can (10 leaps).

2. Repeat same with face turned looking over right shoulder (5
leaps). Do same looking over left shoulder (5 leaps).

3. Leap backwards looking back over one shoulder (10 leaps).
4. Walk forward, bend head and arms from side to side (10

steps).
5. Skip forward with quick, short steps (10 steps).
6. Skip forward with alternate knee raised high and toe pointed

downward—slow, long steps.
7. Hop to right and then to left, making complete whirl on each

four hops (16 hops).

Group C. Team Exercises
(For two or more)

1. Wring the Dish Cloth.—No. 1 and No. 2 face one another. No.
1 takes No. 2's right hand in his left, and left hand in his right. The
right hand of No. 1 and the left hand of No. 2 are then raised high
enough to permit both to pass under, without letting go of hands.
They then are standing back to back. Raising the other hands, they
pass under again, so that they now stand as at the beginning. Con-
tinue indefinitely and very rapidly. This exercise may be done on
one spot or may have a rolling motion.

& Twister*—No. 1 and No. 2 stand facing each other about 3
feet apart, with their right hands clasped. No. 1 throws his right
leg over locked hands and head to a straddle position with his back
to No 2. No. 2 follows with his left leg to same position, so that
they are back to back. No 1 follows with his left leg, returning to
his original position. No. 2 follows with his right leg. This should
be continued indefinitely and very rapidly. It may be done on the
same spot or may have a rolling motion. The hands must be clasped
throughout.

S. Leap Frog.—No. 1 stoops over with head down and hands on
slightly knees. No. 2, putting his hands on the shoulders of No

* From Pearl and Brown.
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1, jumps from behind, astride and over No. 2; he should clear No. 1
completely, except for touching his shoulders. No. 2 then crouches
and No. 1 jumps. Repeat indefinitely. With more than two play-
ers all but the last one crouch and each player leaps over all the rest.
As soon as a player is left at the end of the line he begins to leap
and as soon as a player gets to the head of the line he crouches.

4. Wheelbarrow*—Two players stand facing each other. No. 1
puts his right foot in the hand of No. 2; turns his back, and drops
down on his hands, at the same time putting his left foot in the left
hand of No. 2; then the wheelbarrow is ready. No. 1 walks on his
hands, and No. 2, by taking hold of his ankles, pushes him along as
he would a wheelbarrow.

5. Back Spring.*—No. 1 takes a position on the ground on hands
and knees. No. 2 with.a running start at right angles from the side,
throws his hands to the ground as in turning a hand spring, close
up beside No. 1, and turns a flip over his back. To learn this well
the player underneath should raise his back slightly just as he feels
the pressure of the other going over him. This will give sufficient
spring to throw him up on his feet in good form. As No. 2 progresses,
he will learn to use the spring in his own body and in this way will
learn to turn a handspring. Repeat with No. 2 on hands and knees.
With several players each may turn a back spring over all the oth-
ers before taking his place on hands and knees, the players succeed-
ing one another as in leap frog.

6. Knee Spring*—(Elective) This is done by one player turn-
ing a handspring from another player's knees. No. 1 lies on his back
with his knees up and his feet flat on the ground. No. 2 takes a
short run toward him, placing his hands on the knees of No. 1 and
flipping his feet up over his head. No 1 aids him in landing by plac-
ing his hands so that the back of No. 2 will strike them as he comes
over. This holds him from falling and gives him the spring neces-
sary to turn completely over on his feet.

7. Eskimo Roll*'—Player No. 1 lies on his back, No. 2 "standing
over him facing toward his feet, one foot on each side of No. 1's
head. No. 1 grasps the ankles of the other and brings his feet up
in the air so that No. 2 can grasp his ankles. Keeping this exact
position, No. 2 dives forward using the feet of No. 1 as a bumper,
ducks his head, and rolls over onto his back pulling No. 1 with him.
This reverses the position of the two and No. 1 dives over No. 2.

* From Pearl and Brown.
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This may be continued rapidly five or six times in one direction, and
later it may be tried backward, the player in the standing position
sitting down rapidly and pulling the other back over his head. At
no time is the grip originally taken on the ankles to be changed.

8. Bobbin Back*—(Elective) No. 1, standing behind No. 2 and
facing the same way, bends forward and grasps the ankles of No. 2,
who falls backward, lying at full length on the back of No. 1. The
latter lifts straight up, letting No. 2 slide down until his hands touch
the ground, when he releases his feet, letting them fall easily to the
ground, from which position No. 2 grasps the ankles of No. 1 and
repeats operations.

9. Tuff.*—No. 1 bends forward with arms between thighs. No.
2 pretends to strike him vigorously on each cheek with the palm of
his hand, alternately with right and left, using full swing of the arm,
but stopping each blow as it reaches the face of No. I. As each hand
reaches the face, No. 1, whose hands are between his legs and can-
not be seen, spats them loudly. This makes it appear that No. 1 is
getting the full force of the blows.

This stunt is still more interesting if each player alternately spats
twice and feigns two blows, one with the right hand and one with
the left, No. 1 spatting while No. 2 feints, and vice versa.

PROPER PERSONAL CARE—ITS RELATION TO BEAUTY

When the rules of the health game have been followed in diet, ex-
ercise, and sleep, the properly built and functioning body that results
is wonderfully responsive to that care of the person that has for its
end the beautifying of the skin, hair, and hands.

THE CARE OF THE SKIN

The growing custom of exposing areas of the body other than
the face and hands to view, while conducive to comfort and health,
is not directly conducive to beauty, unless the skin covering the
parts revealed is in itself beautiful. The care of the skin, therefore,
to insure its health and beauty, is very important.

A beautiful skin is smooth, soft, fine textured, and free from erup-
tions, blemishes, and discoloratjons. Skin eruptions are usually the
result of some disturbance of the general health and can be erad-
icated only by improving the general health, All the other charac-
teristics of health in a beautiful skin depend almost wholly upon
the care given it.

* From Pearl and Brown
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No skin can be smooth, soft, and fine textured that is not kept
immaculately clean. Dirt coarsens the skin. Chjeap rougue and pow-
der smeared on without taking precautions to prevent clogging the
pores acts like dirt. Girls under twenty who care for their skins
properly have something lovelier than cosmetics can give; but if
cosmetics are used, they should be used sparingly, they should be of
good grade (and therefore high priced) and a method of using them
should be practiced that will not clog the pores.

Nature provides the skin with a partial protection against dirt in
the sebaceous glands, which secrete an oily substance. Dirt does not
readily cling to a skin in perfect condition having no great deficiency
or excess of oil; however, the cleansing qualities of water seem to
be increased by the addition of a slippery medium for coaxing away
dirt.

The agent most commonly used is soap. As it removes some of
the oil as well as dirt, a bland soap is best for personal cleansing;
if it is not heavily perfumed, one may feel better assured of its
purity. There are plenty of good soaps, wholly satisfactory for
toilet purposes that are not high priced. However, slight varia-
tions in composition affect different people in different Ways. A
girl needs to learn by experience just what soap suits her skin best;
and a boy needs to learn to avoid perfumed soap.

Exposure of the skin to sun* wind, or excessively dry air appar-
ently dries out the natural oil; as soap also removes oil, many good
cleansing processes make use of a fatty substance for the slippery
agent (which incidentally also replaces some of the lacking oil)
without using water. When water is used, little bran bags are
sometimes substituted for the soaped wash cloth.

Various treatments for overcoming skin defects make use of heat
to cause the pores to open and disgorge their contents. A coating
of something that stimulates circulation may also be used to further
this process. Such a coating is called a pack.

It is a common practice to follow any cleansing process with an
oil or cream that is allowed to remain on long enough to penetrate
the outer surface of the skin.* There are many so called "tissue
creams" on the market. Castor oil does not smell as sweet but
serves the purpose as well as any of them.

* The contention of professional beauty operators that oils and creams
"feed" the fatty tissues underlying the skin is probably not well founded; but
nevertheless their value for preserving the beauty of the skin has been proved
through centuries of use.
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It is also common practice to apply something on the skin after
cleansing that will close the pores and help to prevent dirt getting
into them. Such an agent is called an astringent. Common table
salt or vinegar or lemon juice in cold water are simple and effec-
tive astringents. Boys and men require a lotion that may have
astringent properties to prevent chapping of the skin and allay irri-
tation after shaving.

CLEANSING FACIAL TREATMENTS
A Facial Requiring Cream (or oil)

A good cleansing cream is soft, semi-transparent, and melts
quickly with the heat of the skin. Mineral oil is as good as any.
Apply cream or oil to the face generously with the first three fingers
of each hand, spreading it with short, vigorous, upward curving mo-
tions. Beginning with the chin carry it out and up along the jaws;
beginning with the mouth carry it out and up across the checks;
beginning at the nose carry it up and out toward the temples. Use
very gentle motions on the temples and about the eyes. Pat it on
the nose and forehead. Under the chin follow the jawline. On the
neck use upward strokes. Work up to the hair line everywhere.
Then remove deftly with gauze or a soft old cloth, in the same order
and with the same sort of movements with which it was applied.

Two applications of cleansing cream or oil are necessary to get
the skin clean if it has been much exposed to dust or grime.

When tissue cream is used it should be applied in the same way.

Clay Pack
(For oily skins only)

2 T. fullers earth 1 t. glycerine
1 t. peroxide Witch hazel to make paste
Apply with a bit of soft cloth or the fingers and let dry. Then re-

move gently with warm water. This is most satisfactory following
a cleansing with cream or oil. It should not be used oftener than
once a month.

Egg Pack
(For dry skin)

Juice of ]/2 lemon
3 drops benzoin
1 egg white, whipped slightly
White henna (powdered magnesia) or
Almond meal to make paste.
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Apply with a bit of clean soft cloth or pad of absorbent cotton and
let dry. Remove gently with warm water. This may be used once
a week.

Simple Egg Pack

Slightly beat an tgg or an tgg yolk and spread it upon the face
with a bit of clean, soft cloth or a pad of cotton. When dry remove
with warm water.

Witch Hazel Steam
(For blackheads)

Lay a piece of gauze or clean soft cloth moistened with witch
hazel over the affected parts. Moisten small pads of cloth or cotton
in witch hazel and lay over eyes Follow with two or three applica-
tions of a steam towel. (To wring a towel out of very hot water,
lay it in the bowl with the ends hanging over the sides; by taking
hold of the dry ends it can be wrung out without burning the hands.)
The middle of the towel should be laid on the chin and the ends
brought up to the top of the head. This enables one to breathe. A
dry towel laid over the wet one helps to keep the steam in. Follow
the steaming with a dash of cold water and an astringent.

An Astringent Lotion

1 c. epsom salts 10 drops benzoin
1 c. boiling water yi t. glycerine (or more)
Combine the salts and water, stir and let stand until dissolved. Add

the benzoin and l/z t. glycerine. Pat a small portion on the face
with cotton or finger tips after cleansing. Increase the glycerine
if the lotion smarts the skin or makes it look coarse; the amount to
be used depends upon the type of skin and the time of year.

This astringent gives the best satisfaction when gently rubbed
or patted until dry.

TREATMENT FOR SPECIFIC DEFECTS
Sunburn, Tan, and Freckles

Exposure to sun and wind sometimes gives rise to a case of sun-
burn which after a few days is replaced by a protective coat of tan.
Freckles are tan in spots. Freckles and tan are not in these days
considered to be serious blemishes; if undesirable, they yield to the
same treatment as sunburn. Sunburn is painful and requires treat-
ment.

The immediate application of water is injurious in sunburn. There
is no remedy more soothing or more quickly effective than the cream
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which grandmather used—skimmed off a crock of milk. If this can-
not be secured one of the following lotions wrill serve.

Limewater Lotion

1 c. limewater , 16 drops carbolic acid shaken
together.

Glycerine Lotion
2 oz. glycerine

34 c. lemon juice or
cucumber juice or
hydrogen peroxide. (Keep
anything containing hydro
gen peroxide in a dark glass
bottle.)

2 oz. rosewater or distilled
water

Cucumber Lotion

2 large cucumbers 10 drops benzoin
4 or 5 T. toilet water

Slice the cucumbers and cook in as little water as possible. Strain
out the juice and add the benzion and enough toilet water to cor-
rect stickiness.

Chapping and Roughness

Exposure to cold may cause chapping and roughness; and some
men and boys are troubled with chapping after shaving. The fol
lowing lotions will be found satisfactory for such troubles:

Witch Hazel Lotion

4 oz. glycerine 4 oz. witch hazel

Glycerine and Bay Rum Lotion

4 oz. glycerine 4 oz. bay rum
4 oz. rosewater or distilled water.

Moles

Small dark moles, like freckles, are not now considered a serious
blemish. Large ones, if they have hairs in them, are. Home treat-
ment for either is valueless and may be harmful. If their removal
is desired, it should be done by a physician or a facial surgeon.
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Care of the Hair

Local treatment that stimulates the scalp is necessary to keep a
healthy head of hair. Two things should be done every day. (1)
The scalp should be massaged with the finger tips; in doing this
there should be no friction on the surface of the scalp; instead each
portion of the scalp as the pressure is applied, should be made to
move as far as possible over the bones of the skull. (2) A thorough
and purposeful brushing should be given with a brush stiff enough
so that the bristles come in contact with every part of the scalp.
The daily care may also include burnishing the hair with a fluff of
cotton laid over the bristles of the hair brush. The cotton carries
away accumulated dust and may afterward be destroyed.

The Shampoo With Soap

Use liquid soap. This may be a mild soap dissolved at home, or a
commercial preparation. Whichever is used, expect to experiment
with different brands until one is found that agrees with individual
peculiarities.

Wet the hair in warm water and apply the liquid soap, massaging
it in thoroughly. Rinse with clean water and repeat the operation
two times—three if necessary. Clean hair when rinsed "squeaks"
when the hand is rubbed over it. After the last soaping, rinse in
three waters. If hard water has been used, the juice of one lemon
may be added to the next to the last rinse for blonde hair or one-half
cup of vinegar for dark hair.

Egg Shampoo
(For dry hair)

Whip three eggs slightly and add one teaspoon of liquid shampoo.
Wet the hair in tepid water and massage the egg mixture well in.
Continue to massage for about 5 minutes. Rinse in tepid water and
apply three slightly beaten eggs without the liquid shampoo. After
5 minutes massage rinse in tepid water until the rinse water is clear.
This may be five or six times. No lemon or vinegar is required.

Drying the Hair

Hair that is dried with heat never looks as attractive as that dried
naturally. This is especially true of curly hair. Prolonged exposure
to sunshine while drying is not best either, although a little sunshine
is a benefit while it dries. Drying may be speeded up by keeping
the hair in motion with the hand.
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Dry Shampoo
(For oily hair)

Sometimes soap shampoos seem to stimulate the production of
too much oil in the sebaceous glands of the scalp In such a case dry
corn meal or salt may be used. Rub l/2 cupful into the hair (more if
the hair be long); let it remain for one-half hour, then shake and
brush it out thoroughly.

The Cause and Cure of Dandruff

The skin that covers the body is replaced from beneath; and
whenever it is not subjected to constant friction and daily washing,
tends to become detached from the surface in flakes. People who
take a full bath only once a week always roll up dead skin under the
towel on parts of the body other than the face and hands. These
flakes of dead skm from the scalp are* known as dandruff.

The Club member who gives the hair a weekly shampoo and a
daily brushing should experience no inconvenience because of dand-
ruff. If he does, he may suspect that his hair is harboring specific
bacteria that are causing an abnormal condition In such a case an
antiseptic shampoo should be used. A shampoo containing tar may
be used on dark hair and is especially good if the dandruff seems
oily.

CARE OF THE HANDS

The hands are kept clean with somewhat more difficulty than the
rest of the body; but the skin of the hands requires no different
treatment from that of other parts The hand derives much of
its beauty from well-kept nails They should be manicured once
a week.

Necessities for a Complete Manicure

The following are required for a good manicure;
File or emery board.
Vaseline, oil, or cream
Dissolved soap or shampoo.
Orange-wood stick.
Nail brush.
Cuticle remover (not always necessary) or
Peroxide and powdered pumice.
Buffer and powdered polish, or
Liquid polish.
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Good Methods in Manicuring

The shape of the nails should be decided by the shape of the
fingers. Remember that the nail is intended to protect the end of
the ringer. If made too short, the finger becomes blunt; if made
too long, there is risk of its getting broken and it looks absurd.
Shaping should be done with a nail file or emery board,—the latter
is best for thin or brittle nails—held at an angle under the edge
of the nail. The corners should get most of the filing. One may
count—"One, two, three/* bringing the file out to the middle of the
nail on each third count. Afterward a few downward strokes
across the end of the nail will take off the thin edge that may have
been left from holding the file stantwise.

If a liquid polish has previously been used, it must next be re-
moved, either with some more of the polish, or with the remover
that came with it. Then loosen the cuticle around the base of the
nail with the orange-wood stick, and rub in cream or vaseline.
The nails are then ready to soak in soapy water for 10 or 15 min-
utes Use the nail brush to secure perfect cleanliness and push
the cuticle back all around each nail.

If the nails have been well kept they are then ready to polish.
If, however, there is dead cuticle adhering under or around the
nail, it will need to be removed with a commercial cuticle remover,
or peroxide and powdered pumice stone applied with the orange-
wood stick.

Either dry or liquid polish may be used. The dry polish will
need to be rubbed to produce a luster, either on the palm of the
other hand or with a buffer. Do not buff the nails until hot; it is
possible to make a blister under the nail by getting it too hot.

PROPER CLOTHING—ITS RELATION TO BEAUTY

Just as healthfulness is the first test of beauty in the body, so
also is healthfulness the first test of beauty in clothing. Suit-
ability of clothing for the time and occasion and the care a girl
shows in keeping her garments, indicate a normal healthy out-
look, and are scored also.

The Health Requirements of Clothing

Clothing that in any way compresses a part of the body or res-
tricts free movement is unhealthful clothing. Tight bands, belts,
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and brassieres compress vital organs or restrict breathing. Tight
garters restrict circulation.

The selection of shoes is often open to question on the score of
healthfulness. Any shoe that restricts the activity of the feet or the
limbs is an unhealthful shoe. This includes all shoes in which the
great toe cannot extend in a straight line parallel to an imaginary
straight line touching the inner edges of the heel and ball of the
foot; and all shoes having heels more than three-fourths of an
inch high . (See p. 26, First Year Health Bulletin.)

Weather conditions help to determine the proper selection of
healthful garments. In cold and inclement weather the parts of the
body should be uniformly protected.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUITABILITY OF CLOTHING

Clothing for the Individual

Girls generally very much enjoy learning to select and plan
clothing that adds beauty to face and form. The lines of gar-
ments may increase or decrease apparent height and minimize pe-
culiarities of form The colors selected may echo or enhance those
of eyes and hair, and throw the tints of the face into relief, or
soften them. Furthermore, the styles chosen may so typify the
character of the girl that we say "her clothes look just like her."
Girls who unwisely wear one another's garments find difficulty in
developing an attractive individuality in clothing.

Clothing: to Suit the Occasion

A harmonious selection of clothing to suit the occasion is moie
difficult. School dresses are characterized by simplicity of line
and design; as a rule party dresses are too elaborate to be suitable
for school use. Because of the large number of people who come to
Arizona to secure the benefits of sunlight, custom in this State
decrees that arms and legs may be much more freely bared than
is usual elsewhere, especially among the younger Club girls. Dress-
es may be sleeveless and ankle hose worn with propriety at school,
informal parties, church, and Sabbath school. However, ankle hose
call for low-heeled shoes; a high-heeled slipper or pump bespeaks
a somewhat formal dress occasion and looks incongruous with any
but full length hose. Matters of the becomingness and suitability of
clothing are taken up in detail by the 4-H Clothing clubs.
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The Care of Clothing

Well designed and well chosen clothing- may detract Trom the
appearance if it is not well kept. Garments should be clean and
neatly mended if needing repair; and those requiring it should be
well ironed or pressed An ample supply of coat hangers are an
advantage in keeping clothing in good shape while it hangs in
the closet. Every Club member who goes to Roundup should be
given an opportunity to learn by demonstration or otherwise how
to pack a suitcase or traveling bag so that he may reach his des-
tination with clothing m good condition. Information and train-
ing on the care of clothing may also be secured in the clothing clubs.

Health Factors in the Development
of

Beauty That are not Easily Seen

Modern scientists have proved many things that a generation ago
were only guesswork. We know now that it is true that "Pretty
is as pretty does." We are even ready to say "Pretty is as pretty
thinks;" for thought waves have been measured; they not only
go on and on, like a wave made by a pebble thrown into a pond
they also affect profoundly the one who does the thinking.

We will consider in this bulletin four phases of the effect of
conduct in thought or action on health and beauty; mental attitudes,
self control, poise, and courtesy.

MENTAL ATTITUDES IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Habitual mental attitudes affect face and body contours directly,
as well as indirectly through the influence on the health. The one
who indulges in a morning grouch, day after day, is bound to
develop unpleasant lines in the face as.a result; and the bad effects
of ill temper on digestive processes will affect color, spirits, and
general health.

SELF CONTROL IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Frequent fits of ill temper, even when they pass quickly and the
"grouch" is not a characteristic state of mind, exercise certain
muscles of the face and body so profoundly during the tantrums,
that expression is thereby modified. Boys and girls who wish to
appear at their best and be healthiest will practice self control over
anger, ill nature, fault finding, and complaining.
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POISE

Poise, as a mental state, means the ability to carry out a given
course as planned, regardless of other claims on the attention.
It conserves and unifies effort and is a most valuable asset to
health and beauty. Those of us who are acutely miserable under
ridicule show loss of poise. The self conscious boy or girl loses
poise for no other cause than that of being subjected to observation
The foundation of poise is laid in a well-trained body, good muscular
coordination, and the development of muscular skills. It may be
built up by the habit of making helpful contacts, as in Club work,
by the acquisition of absorbing interests, and by the practice of
doing rather than watching others do. Every 4-H Club girl has
a splendid opportunity to develop poise.

COURTESY

Young people are often distressed over propriety in small matters
of conduct. Good manners make a definite contribution to beauty;
but there can be no set rule as to what to do and what to say
covering all occasions. Courtesy has its roots in kindliness; when
in doubt, a good practice is to do or say the kindest thing in the
kindest way. A kindly spirit reacts with benefit to general health
and beauty. *

SAFETY IN GROUP ACTIVITIES
Prevention of Accidents

Third Year Health Club girls may find that their activities begin
to take them far from their accustomed environment. Roundup
picnics, and camp necessitate that they be able to exercise safety
precautions in groups larger than home or school.

If a trip be made away from home in a car, it is necessary to
watch for railroad crossings8; and it is well for each person in the
car to assist in this responsibility. Accidents do not usually occur at
well-known places; but rather at the crossing found unexpect-
edly in an unfamiliar location. Safety is usually a matter of giving
attention, for intersections of railroads and highways are always
marked. The engineer, whose job requires constant watching
usually sees the car, but he cannot turn aside and usually cannot

* Dorothy Jane's Guide to Good Manners by Jean Hathaway, is recom-
mended* to leaders who want a manual. It may be secured from The Farmer's
Wife, Webb Publishing Co., St Paul, Minn.
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stop in time. If the driver and the occupants of the car gave as
strict attention to their job as the engineer does to his, crossing
accidents would seldom occur.

At a picnic or a camp, when a trip is to be made for a short dis-
tance only, extra boys and girls often stand on the running boards
and hang on to the outside of the car. Always dangerous, since it
overloads the car, this practice is doubly so in traffic, where it
may obstruct the driver's view. Most cities have laws regulating
this matter and many cities also regulate the number that may
be carried in the driver's seat.

Young people whose experience has taken them into country
towns only, have often been accustomed to cross a street anywhere
they desired. In cities this is usually hazardous. The law pro-
vides for street crossings at regular intervals, possibly regulated
by a street signal or a traffic policeman. "Jay walkers" are a
source of annoyance to drivers of cars, and have no recourse to
law if injured.

First Aid That May be of Value in Group Activities

Sprain.—Unaccustomed participation in athletic activities at pic-
nics or camps sometimes results in injuries of varying degrees
known as sprains. Some amount of laceration or tearing of a liga-
ment is always present in a sprain; it is usually characterized by
excessive swelling The pain may be relieved by immersing the
injured member in very hot or very cold water for a time. As
the swelling prevents recovery, a tight bandage should then be ap-
plied, with an extra allowance of cotton padding over soft parts.
Some exercise is necessary to prevent the joint becoming stiff as
the ligament heals; if the sprain be at first too painful to permit
exercise, the bandage may be loosened and the joint gently rubbed
each day.

Dislocation and Broken Bones.— Where the limpness or unusual
position of a limb indicates a dislocation or a broken bone, the
injured person should be taken to a physician as soon as possible.
The injured limb should be given some protection from sudden
jars while on the way, both in order to lessen pain, and because in
the case of a broken bone splintered ends may lacerate the flesh
unnecessarily. A broken arm or leg may be bandaged to an um-
brella or improvised splints;*and an arm may be suspended in a
sling made from a triangle or strip of cloth tied back of the neck.
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Bleeding,—When bleeding is from an artery the blood comes
in spurts, and may also be a brighter red than when it comes from
a vein. In profuse bleeding the aim should be to try to bring
pressure to bear on the artery or vein from which the blood is
coming. That means that pressure must be applied between the
wounds and the heart if the bleeding is arterial; on the other side
of the wound if it is venous. The thumb may be used at first. Later,
if the wound is on one of the limbs, a bandage may be put on above
it or below it and tightened by inserting a pencil or stick and
twisting as given in the Care of Snake Bite (First Year Health
Club Bulletin, p. 19). Bandages specially made for this purpose
called tourniquets are sometimes found in first aid outfits.

Nose Bleed.— Bleeding from the nose is usually not dangerous,
but it may proceed until faintness results. It is caused by the rup-
ture of one of the small blood vessels in the part of the nose be-
tween the nostrils. Any of the following suggestions may be of
help:

1. Put alum or vinegar in water with which nose is bathed.
2. Pinch nostrils together.
3. Plug up nose with small roll of cotton or linen.
4. Keep head erect; apply pressure on upper lip, or press a

small hard object firmly under upper lip.
5. Put hot applications to feet, and cold applications to back

of neck and bridge of nose.
Fainting.—Lack of blood in the brain causes fainting. The pa-

tient should be laid flat—on the floor or ground if necessary—with
the head, where possible, lower than the body. People should not
be allowed to crowd around the patient and shut off the air. Raise
the feet and rub the limbs and body toward the heart to stimulate
circulation. Sometimes a pungent odor, or a dash of cold water
in the face helps to restore consciousness. Aromatic spirits of am-
monia may be administered after consciousness is regained.
Drowning*—Caution.— Often inexperienced or excited persons at-

tempt to administer artificial respiration when there is no need for
such treatment. It is required only when the victim is unable to
breathe. If victim is brought from water unconcious, but breath-
ing, he requires treatment for fainting or shock; that is, raising
the feet, leaving the head low; applying stimulants such as aromatic
spirits near nose; rubbing limbs and body toward heart to stimulate
circulation.

* From Red Cross Life Saving Methods.
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But if the patient has ceased to breathe, go to work instantly.
Save the seconds and you have a better chance of saving the life.

1. Lay the patient on his belly, one arm extended directly over-
head, the other arm bent at elbow and with the face turned outward
and resting on hand or forearm, so that the nose and mouth are
free for breathing.

2. Kneel straddling one of the patient's thighs in a position that
will enable you to reach the small of the patient's back without
strain.

Place the palms of the hands on the small of the back with fin-
gers resting on the ribs, the little finger just touching the lowest
rib, with the thumb and fingers in a natural position, and the tips
of the fingers just out of sight.

3. With arms held straight, swing forward slowly, so that the
weight of your body is gradually brought to bear upon the patient.
The shoulder should be directly over the heel of the hand at the
end of the forward swing. Do not bend your elbows. This oper-
ation should be take about 2 seconds.

4. Now immediately swing backward, so as to remove the pres-
sure completely.

5. After two seconds, swing forward again. Thus repeat de-
liberately twelve to fifteen times a minute the double movement of
compression and release, a complete respiration in four or five
seconds,

6. Continue artificial respiration without interruption until nat-
ural breathing is restored, if necessary, 4 hours or longer, or until
a physician declares the patient is dead.

7. As soon as this artificial respiration has been started and
while it is being continued, an assistant should loosen any tight
clothing about the patient's neck, chest, or waist. Keep the pa-
tient warm. Do not give any liquids whatever by mouth until the
patient is fully conscious.

8. To avoid strain on the heart when the patient revives, he
should be kept lying down and not allowed to stand or sit up. If
the doctor has not arrived by the time the patient has revived, he
should be given some stimulant, such as one teaspoonful of aromatic
spirits of ammonia in a small glass of water or hot drink of coffee
or tea, etc. The patient should be kept warm.

9. Resuscitation should be carried on at the nearest possible
point to where the patient received his injuries. He should not
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be moved from this point until he is breathing normally of his own
volition and then moved only in a lying position. Should it be neces-
sary due to extreme weather conditions, etc., to move the pa-
tient before he is breathing normally, resuscitation should be car-
ried on during the time that he is being moved.

10. A brief return of natural respiration is not a certain indica-
tion for stopping the resuscitation. Not infrequently the patient,
after temporary recovery of respiration, stops breathing again.
The patient must be watched and if natural breathing stops, art-
ificial respiration should be resumed at once.

11. In carrying out resuscitation it may be necessary to change
the operator. This change must be made without losing the rhythm
of respiration. By this procedure no confusion results at the time
of change of operator, and a regular rhythm is kept up.

To assist in properly timing these movements, repeat either
silently or aloud during the period of pressure "out goes the bad
air." Then repeat during the period of release, "in comes the good/'

Supplemental Treatment: As soon as helpers arrive, put them to
work. Send for a doctor, for warm bottles or bricks, and for tea
or coffee for stimulant.

Organize your helpers while you are working. Look around,
pick out two or three intelligent people and say, "Will you two
get some others to join hands and keep the crowd back? Make
a large circle; we must have air." They will recognize you as a
leader, and gladly help. All of this supplemental treatment is help-
ful, but must not be allowed to interfere with, or interrupt for one
second, the process of artificial respiration.

Electric Shock.— If a live wire is still in contact with the patient,
do not touch it with the hands. Use a piece of dry wood or dry
cloth or a loop of dry rope; or pull the patient away by his own
clothing (never his shoes) if dry, using one hand only. Rubbers
on the feet are a protection.

To restore, use artificial respiration; cold applications about the
head and pungent odors, such as ordinary ammonia, may help. Ef-
forts to restore have been successful in cases of electric shock after
6 hours of unconciousness.

Asphyxiation.—(From breathing smoke, gasoline fumes in a
closed garage, etc.) use artificial respiration.
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